
Hello and thank you for your interest with regards to our Toulouse Goslings. 

This season we are proud to announce that Antionette successfully hatched 8 very healthy little goslings on the    

13th Sept 2020. 

We purchased our pure breed Toulouse Geese, Philippe, and Antionette in December 2019, as a young breeding pair 

from a well-respected small breeder and Daylesford. They are calm, healthy, and stunning large birds that we are 

proud to have roaming freely around our farm. This year is their first batch of gorgeous hatchings, eight in total. 

Philippe and Antoinette free range on our 110 acre farm and mix with our Orpington and Silkie chickens and also our 

numerous guinea fowl. We also from time to time have a lamb or two, and of late a baby Australian miniature goat 

in the garden, so they are well used to seeing plenty of animals around. They also wander around in the paddocks 

with the horses and mini cows. We also have a border collie who thinks Philippe is playing chase with her when she 

drops a ball at his feet and runs off, but sadly no. We recently had 2 stray dogs come onto our property and try to 

attack the chickens, so they are very wary of dogs since then unfortunately. 

As previously mentioned this was their first breeding year and Antoinette built a very large nest in a small shed next 

to our bedroom alfresco (making it easier for me to do constant night checks on them) and Philippe stood guard at 

her door without fail and even after hatching. We have not hatched goose eggs in in an incubator or had a heat lamp 

for the goslings, they have been inside a small goose house with plenty of straw and shelter cuddled up under mum, 

then during the day they wander around following mum and dad learning what and how to eat, had their swimming 

lessons, and copied various other traits, which has been a privilege to watch. They have learned to come to the front 

or side door for food and tap of the door if we aren’t there when they are wanting extra treats. The goslings, after 

only a couple of weeks have started taking food from our hands but we have not tried to intervene and let mum and 

dad do their thing apart from picking them up occasionally so they are used to being handled. We have found on our 

farm, the less human intervention the better, unless of course in cases of unexpected illnesses etc. We have had many 

an animal or bird inside to be cared for when necessary and always have our incubator hatched chickens and Guinea 

Fowl inside under heat lamps. 

The goslings have been fed a mixture of things including the correct goose crumble, (not chicken due to the antibiotics 

included). They have been fed various greens, strawberry tops and rolled oats, they are also partial to a slice of whole 

grain bread but most of the day they are out with mum and dad learning. 

On our farm we breed not only for quality and type but for health and temperament. We care for our animals and do 

not mass produce allowing us time to spend with all of them when needed, which is why we are particular in where 

they end up, as I hope you will understand. 

We will be selling our goslings for $150 each regardless of the numbers purchased as we feel, taking into consideration 

all of the above, this is a fair price as we know these birds are very happy, healthy, well balanced little goslings and 

they will bring many years of joy to the right people. This price is based on them being approx. 12 weeks old and 

unsexed but open to discussions. 

If, after reading this information, you are still interested, would like more information, or would even like to visit our 

farm please contact us. We understand that there are many different views on raising animals and birds, but we do 

things in a way that we feel best suits our fur and feathered family. I am also happy so send numerous photos of both 

parents and the goslings and offer ongoing support as we like to keep in touch with people who purchase from us 

and see the babies grow.  

We look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Mandy & Paul Dolan 


